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Bebop style saxophone duets similar to Al Cohn and Zoot, but a bit more modern. 41 MP3 Songs in this

album (74:20) ! Related styles: JAZZ: Bebop, JAZZ: West Coast Jazz People who are interested in

Charlie Parker Sonny Stitt Stan Getz should consider this download. Details: "Finally a hip jazz duet book

from a sax man who can really play. I recommend this to any teacher who wants to share good music

with his students."-- Phil Woods The titles of Greg Fishman's new collection of duets read like a Chicago

street map, and the music reads like a post-bebop encyclopedia of sounds and melodic shapes that are

required repertoire for any young jazz saxophonist. This collection of duets is the most thoroughly notated

and annotated that I've seen, a must-have addition to any student's collection, and to their teacher's

library." Dr. David Demsey, Coordinator of Jazz Studies, Professor of Music, William Paterson University

Endorsed by: James Moody, Phil Woods,Bob Sheppard, Plas Johnson, Gary Keller (University of Miami),

Chip McNeill (University of Illinois) and Tim Price. Jazz Saxophone Duets includes three play-along CDs

with 40 play-along tracks on each disc. Each disc is a fun 74 minute musical workout. Order Jazz

Saxophone Duets today to help you take your playing to the next level. This book is great for two altos,

two tenors, or alto  tenor. FAQ's: Question: Do I need two sax players to play the duets with the

play-along CD? Answer: No. Because of the extra play-along tracks included, you have the choice of

playing the 2nd sax part with Greg Fishman playing the 1st part, or you can choose to play the first part

yourself yourself, and have Mark Colby playing the 2nd part. If you have another player present to play

the duets with you, you can choose another track that has just the rhythm section. Question: Can I

practice soloing with the play-along CD? Answer: Yes. The play-along CDs include an extended version

of each duet with the rhythm section playing extra choruses for soloing. 3 CD Set plus book includes 10

Duets and 3 CDs--Versions for 2 altos, 2 tenors and a version for alto  Tenor, with each etude played by

Greg Fishman and Mark Colby (2nd tenor), plus extra rhythm section tracks for extended blowing. Also

includes: style and analysis section and detailed practice guide for intermediate, advanced and pro-level

players. 60 pages, 8.5 x 11 format. ISBN NUMBER: 0-9766153-1-2
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